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planet x star trek pdf
The planet classification used in the Star Trek science fiction media franchise uses letters to refer to classes
of planets and planetoids. Class M planets are presented as Earth-like planets, and are therefore among the
most frequented in the series.
Star Trek planet classification - Wikipedia
Star Trek is a 2009 American space opera film directed by J. J. Abrams and written by Roberto Orci and Alex
Kurtzman. It is the eleventh film in the Star Trek film franchise, and is also a reboot that features the main
characters of the original Star Trek television series portrayed by a new cast, as the first in the rebooted film
series.
Star Trek (film) - Wikipedia
Unlike so many other genre conventions, Creation Entertainment has a strict company policy not to "oversell"
our conventions. In other words, every patron, no matter what bracket of ticket they purchase, will have a
seat in the main auditorium where the major guests appear and events take place.
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